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p

Abstact. In this paper, we will show a way to form Hadamard's code ordern 2 (where p is a
positive integer) with the help of Rademacher functions, through which matrix elements are
generated whose binary numbers 0,1, while its columns are Hadamard's encodings and are
called Hadamard's coding matrix. Two illustrative examples will be taken to illustrate this way
of forming the coding matrix. Then, in a graphical manner and by means of Hadamard's form
codes, the message sequence encoding as the order coding matrix will be shown. It will also
give Hadamard two methods of decoding messages, which are based on the so-called Haming
distance. Haming's distance between two vectors u and v was denoted by du,v and represents
the number of places in which they differ. In the end, four conclusions will be given, where a
comparison will be made of encoding and decoding messages through Haming's coding
matrices and distances.
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Introduction
Definition 1.1. A Hadamard matrix of order n , Hn , is an n

n square matrix with elements 1
’shat n and -1’s such Hn Hn nIn , where In is the identity matrix of order n . [3]
T

Examples of Hadamard matrix order 1, 2 and 4 [3]:

Hadamard's matrix of order n is generated by the following formula:

where

is the product of Kroneker.
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Example:

2

n

u and v ,
denoted by du,v is the number of the places in which they differ. For example, if u and v are
defined as u 0,1,0,0 and v 1,0,0,1, then the Hamming distance between u and v is 3, i.e. du,v
Let

u,v

be two vectors in

F

. The Hamming distance between two vectors

d0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1 3. [1]

Each non-zero message has a certain Hamming distance, which means that even the distance of
the codes is also set. Hadamard's generated code forbids generating a Hadamard code from a
Hadamard matrix, the rows of which constitute an orthogonal code set.
th
Definition 2. For k N , the k Rademacher function rk : 0,1 1, 1is defined by
rk t 1 2k t, where t 0,1. [7]
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Hadamard code and Encoding Matrices
Hadamard's code is an example of a linear code with binary digits that determines the length of
code length messages. Hadamard's codes are orthogonal and belong to a linear class of codes.
They are used as error correction codes which are very useful in delivering information over
long distances or through channels where errors can occur in messages.
Definition 2.1 [6] (Hadamard code) Let r

N . The generation matrix of Hadamard code is a 2r
r

r matrix where the rows are all possible binary strings in F .
Example.[6] For r 2 , we have

which maps the messages to

In general, the Hadamard code based on the Hadamard matrix H
k

n

, where n = 2k , has a

k

generator matrix that is (k+1)=2 . The rate is (k+1)/2 - terrible, especially as k increases. The
k-2

code can correct 2
excellent. [4]

k

- 1 errors in a 2 -bit encoded block, and in addition detect one more error-

If u = (u1 ,u2 , ,un) and v=(v1 ,v2 , ,vn ) are vectors over Z 2 , define:

In the following, we will use Radamecher functions to generate Hadamard's coding matrices of
p
the order n 2 (where, p is a positive integer) as follows:

where Gpn is p x n the matrix generated, whose rows are p successive functions of
Rademacher (sequences), which form a basis for Hadamard's matrices where rij F2 0,1,i, j :i
1,2,...,m and j 1,2,..., n . Rademacher's functions were determined by German mathematician
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Rademacher in 1922, [Rademacher, "Einige Sätze von allgenein orthogonal function," p. 112138, (1922)). [1]
4

Rademacher functions with n 2 =16 pulses are shown in figure(2.1), along with the sequence
representation of the functions in the logical elements {0,1}, which are called Rademacher
sequences.
Example 2.1[1]. The generator matrix for Hadamard matrix (code) of order two
i.e
n 2 , p 1 is :
Example 2.2 [1]and[5]. The generator matrix for Hadamard matrix (code) of order four
i.e

2

n 2 4 , ( p =2 ) is :

Fig. 2.1
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Fig.(2.1): The graphs of R0 ,
sequences). The encoding of

R1 , R2 , R3 , R4

p

Rademacher functions (Rademacher

-tuple message sequences in to Hadamard sequences

= 2 p is shown as follows.
For m n 1, we write the binary of m as :
(Hadamard codewords) of length n

mb i ,i1 , ,1 , 0 , then Hm mb *Gpn , ku i F2 , i, i 0,1,2, , p . mb
is p - tuple message sequences and H m is m th Hadamard sequence (codeword). Hadamad
matrices (codes) of order n 2,4,8,16are shown in tables 1,2,3 and 4 respectively.[1]
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Hadamard Decoding methods :
In this section,we will introduce two methods for decoding Hadamard codwords: Let w be
received word.
Method (1) :
Find the closest codeword
such that:

Method (2) :
This method composed of two steps:
Step 1 :
Compute

Step 2:
If
(where , is a zero vector),then the received word is a codeword in Hadamard code
Hn, p ,but,if S ,the receivedword w is received in error.Ih order to find the location of error in w
, we compaired S with the each column of Hadamard code which gives the location of error in

w.
For example ,if the original message is (1,1,0), by using Hadamard code of order n 8 , then the
encoded message is H6 0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0. Let the encoded message H after the error be w
0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0. We decode it as follows :
By 1st method :
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We see that d(w,H6)  d(w,Hi ),  and thus H6 to have been transmitted. is the
codeword that is most likely to have been transmitted.
By 2nd method :

S is similar to third column of Hadamard code of order n  8 , therefore we can see that the
error was in the third place of w , and we write w 0,1,1,0,0,1,1,0Since, code,
therefore we can see that the original message was (1,1,0).

Conclusions
1. Generating or rpresenting of Hadamard matrices (codes) from using Rademacher functions
(sequences) is easy to find.
2. Using the Kronecker product method, coding Hadamard matrices is very quick and easy.
3.A new algorithm is given in section four which as we think is very efficient than Hamming
method. It can be straightforward to implement.
4. Both the Hamming codes and the Hadamard codes are actually special cases of a more
general class of codes: Reed-Muller codes.
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